740i sport

BMW has always been considered to be one of the top luxury cars in the industry. With its
long-standing history of producing some of the best lines of luxury vehicles, there really is no
going wrong when you go with a BMW. The i model is part of third generation 7 series E38 and
is some of the most attractive and appealing cars in the market today. Production for the model
started back in the 90s and continues to be some of the best cars that BMW makes. When BMW
first came out with this vehicle back in , it was a stunner to crowds that never expected
something with such a short wheelbase and full size to be able to pull what the BMW could. The
standards then were a lot different to how they are now, but for some reason, the i can still
stand to the test of age and time. Even without the sports package, this car handled greatly.
Plus, if you still happen to be stuck in the CD era, this vehicle happens to come standard with a
6-CD changer. The BMW i Sport drives like a sports car and certainly looks like one as well with
its M-Series parallel spoke wheels and a lowered suspension. The 4. You might think that this
car is too old, but it was well ahead of its time when it came out in the 90s. The legroom alone is
something that you and your passengers can appreciate. It offers hp and up to 24 highway mpg.
The interior features of the car are what will sell you ultimately. Although, infotainment controls
can be upgraded dramatically, everything else such as seating and comfort are topnotch. This
rear-wheel-drive is a favorite among non-AWD vehicles considering just how much it can handle
without ever struggling to find traction. Even during winter times, BMW engineering can surely
stand up to whatever tests you may put it on. The iDrive system is another notable feature in
this vehicle. While other infotainment systems bring nothing but irritation, this BMW can even
handle two phones simultaneously synced through Bluetooth. There are many things to like
about the version of the i. The flagship model was designed to compete with the Mercedes Benz
S-class , and the model is a great representation of that idea. A hp 3. While the BMW 7 Series
offer up to five models with incredible upgrades, the basic i is a knockout on its own. Other
options for this vehicle includes rear wheel steering and an amazing rear seating package. The
cars can also come with an etched glass sunroof, remote control parking, and plenty of others.
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You know, the one that sat poised on those fabulous-looking inch alloy wheels not to mention
packing handy little touches like a missile launcher. Don't expect to buy one just like it, but you
can have something similar. BMW calls its civilian version the i Sport. BMW's optional "Sport"
packages are reasonably priced equipment and trim groupings that offer the enthusiast driver
something in between a standard version and an ultra-high-performance M edition. The 7 Series
receives the Sport treatment, along with a minor exterior freshening, for model year ' That
means a 0. And, ah, those rims. Technically called "M Parallel Spokes," they measure 18x8.
They're wrapped by Z-rated Michelin Pilot SX tires-though they won't re-inflate themselves after
a bullet riddling, like Bond's do. Completing the hardware upgrades are redwood interior trim,
ultra-comfy-and-supportive power way Contour sport seats, and tasteful exterior matte black
trim. While the standard i has always been a satisfying drive, the Sport package enlivens its
every move. The lower rear gear and modified torque converter allow for seriously aggressive
acceleration mph in 5. Those sport seats keep you snug, while taking advantage of the
increased grip and flatter cornering from the suspension and rolling stock. It's everything
you've ever liked about a 7 Series -with performance volume cranked up. Wonder if ultra-sexy
stunt-woman, "Tomorrow" co-star Michelle Yeoh, is free for dinner. Close Ad. Watch Originals.
Join MotorTrend. Matt Stone writers. Vehicle configuration Front engine, rear drive, four-door,
5-pass. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. Make BMW. Model 7-Series. Save Thousands Over
Dealership Prices! Buy With Total Confidence. Vehicles Shown By Appointment Only. Quality
And Satisfaction Guaranteed. Email Recommended Links Please click below to apply online.
Deliveries Take Days From Departure. I'm selling my BMW M-sport. I just got a new job and
need a commuter car. This car is in good condition considering the age of this car. The engine
and transmission run great!!! The paint shines great!!!! It has minor scratches. Interior is in
great shape, though the driver's seat has a 2 inch section where the stitching has separated.
The leather is in great shape with no rips. I just did an oil and filter change less than 1, miles
ago. Fully loaded. It's the M-sport package, so it has the sport seats, Parallel wheels, sport
steering wheel and upgraded suspension. This car is lots of fun to drive. Passed California
smog in February I am an honest seller, so I want to make everyone aware of some issues, as
follows: The sunroof does not open and close properly. I bought a used power roof motor that

will come with the car. The suspension has some clunking that I didn't get around to fixing. It
becomes worse in the front after the car warms up a bit. The navigation system does not work.
The rims have some scratches. Probably needs new tires. The traction control dash light has
come on from time to time, though it hasn't affected driving at all. The fake interior wood has
some cracks. The cup holder and OBC cover need repair. Condition is shown in pictures- I can
take lots more. So please request the further pictures if interested. AS IS!!!!! Shipping is the
responsibility of the buyer. Replaced several Front Suspension Parts at K miles. New Michelin
Pilot Tires at K miles. New Water pump installed at K miles. New BMW battery installed at K
miles. I have owned this BMW since it came off lease in Now I need to make room in the garage
for the family cars. The parts alone on this car are worth more than the Buy it Now price. A clear
title is in hand. Vehicle will be sold 'as is' with no warranty; expressed or implied. Buyer is fully
responsible for all shipping costs. The number of owners is estimated. Our secure online
application form is easy to complete, all you need are a few personal and employment details.
Get started now. BMW factory warranty in effect until May or 50, miles whichever comes first.
We always offer complimentary airport pick-up and we can help facilitate shipping directly to
your door for a stress free internet buying experience. We ship all over the US and Canada
weekly. We can also assist in global transport as well. We do NOT charge any type of fees. No
dealer fees, prep fees, temporary tag fees We only collect sales tax for Mississippi residents.
Contact Chip Thank you for viewing another We specialize in fine pre-owned automobiles.
Motorcars of Jackson is a family owned and operated business. We have over 20 years in the
automotive field and still learn something new every day. All of our vehicles are hand selected
based on condition, appearance, features, warranty, and price. We service, inspect and drive
each car we sell. We will not offer a vehicle for sale that we would not personally drive. We
strive to provide the customer with friendly, open communication while providing accurate
descriptions and detailed photographs of each vehicle in our inventory. Most of our vehicles are
still under factory warranty and have been meticulously maintained and garage kept since new.
We provide complimentary airport pickup for our customers who fly in to purchase or view an
automobile. Thank you for considering Motorcars of Jackson for your automotive needs. Terms
and Conditions Motorcars. Motorcars of Jackson can be reached at At Auction Close
Successful "winning" bidder must telephone within 24 hours after the auction has ended to
verify purchase and make arrangements to complete the transaction. Within 4 business days of
the end of auction, full payment must be received either by cashiers-check, approved bank
draft, or certified funds. If funds are not received, and an alternate arrangement has not been
made, the vehicle can and will be made available to other potential buyers on a first-come,
first-serve basis. Our Guarantee We have disclosed as much information as possible about this
vehicle and aim to only carry quality pre-owned merchandise. Buyer will not be responsible for
any eBay related fees and will be dismissed from any contractual obligation with eBay to
purchase the vehicle if and only if inspection proves vastly different from published ad.
Shipping - Transport of Vehicle Returns are allowed in the event the vehicle is shipped and you
are dissatisfied. Return shipping fees are the obligation of the buyer. Motorcars of Jackson
values your business! We want you to be completely satisfied with your online automotive
experience from purchase to delivery. Please understand that Motorcars of Jackson will arrange
shipping for you as a value added service only. We are NOT the shipping company. Should you
be unsatisfied with your shipping service, please let us know! We aim to recommend only
quality vendors. We also accept payment from some online lenders. Out-of-state buyers are
responsible for their own taxes, registration, etc. Disclaimer All vehicles are sold "as-is" and
without warranty. Some vehicles will have factory warranty remaining will be stated in our
description. All cars come with one master key unless otherwise stated. Under no
circumstances will we be liable for any inaccuracies, claims or losses of anynature.
Furthermore, inventory is subject to prior sale and prices are subject to change without notice.
To ensure your complete satisfaction, please verify accuracy prior to purchase. Online Bidders
are entering into a legal and binding contract to purchase the vehicle described above. Like
New! M Sport! Executive Package! Heads Up Display! LED Lighting Package! Harman Kardon
Surround Sound! Rear Camera! Dakota Leather! This one-owner 7 Series was well-maintained,
and in this case, "maintained" is an understatement because the car is absolutely flawless! The
protective film that the factory applies to the footrest and door sills hadnt even been removed
when we got it. The Alpine White exterior finish is exceptionally glossy, and it is complemented
perfectly by black Nappa leather that looks like it has never seen a pair of pants. The color
combination is incredible, and the black 20in M wheels add the perfect amount of classy
aggressiveness to this ultimate driving machine. This i is still covered under the manufacturers
bumper to bumper coverage, but we also offer long-term, comprehensive, extended warranties
for added peace of mind. We just had it inspected and serviced at our local BMW dealership, so

the maintenance is up to date, which means that you wont have to bother with anything for
quite some time. This i is almost new, very well equipped, and priced to sell, so we dont expect
it to stick around here for long. Contact us today if you are interested in owning this impressive
luxury sedan. We offer great trade-in values, competitive interest rates, and unbeatable
customer service. Apply now to get pre-approved!. Warranty We offer a variety of extended
warranty options that provide comprehensive coverage for up to 10 years or , miles. Contact us
today for more information. Shipping Terms and Conditions At Dallas Auto Exchange we work
very hard to accurately describe our vehicles through text descriptions and elaborate photos.
When you purchase a pre-owned vehicle it is not a new vehicle. Any used vehicle can have
normal wear and blemishes. Before placing a bid please read the descriptions thoroughly and
view all pictures. For sale a BMW i "shorty sporty" with low original mileage of It drives very
smooth and handles great. It has the M-sport package and comes with sport seats, sport
suspension, sport 3. Carfax is available and I can send it to you upon request. Have owned and
driven the i and trust me when I say this drives way better! This is a BMW enthusiast owned car
with extremely low mileage and very clean interior. Everything works on the car and has no
issues. It's ready for a new owner. Clean California title Clean car fax Registration paid march
Good for 10 months Smog done Feb Driver seat has some minor wear but still good. Come see
the car. Open to receive offers, text me at Warranty Information? Contact us for more
information on the factory warranty. If you are interested in one of our vehicles and have a
question on available warranties, please contact us! Contact us at or click the "More Photos and
Detailed Description" link above for more information. Terms of Sale Overview We reserve the
right to end this listing at anytime should the vehicle no longer be available for sale. The
following terms of sale apply to all of our listings. When the deposit has been submitted,
"Buyer" MUST fax or email a copy of their valid, state- issued driver's license. The remaining
balance must be paid within 3 Days. If payment is made by cashiers or personal check, we will
hold all titles for 10 days or until funds have cleared. Taxes and Fees: "Buyer" is responsible
not only for knowing their own states' laws regarding taxes and fees, but also remitting the
proper taxes, fees, and documents for their state. All taxes and fees must be paid in full in order
for the vehicle to be titled and registered. Odometer Readings: Due to demo test drives and
mechanical inspections, the mileage of the vehicle represented might be slightly different than
the mileage stated when the vehicle was first listed on eBay. Bidders: You must be 18 years of
age or older to bid. We only sell to private individuals NOT dealerships. If you place a bid before
the last hour period of the auction, you may retract the bid before the last hour period only for
exceptional circumstances. You will not be allowed to retract that bid during the last hour
period of the auction. If you place a bid during the last hour period of the auction, you will be
allowed to retract the bid for exceptional circumstances only if you do so within one hour after
placing the bid. Financing: For help in arranging financing or for any questions regarding
financing options, please contact us prior to bidding. Buyer's Inspection: We do our best to
disclose all information known about this vehicle for auction. We welcome a Buyer's Inspection.
If you plan to have a Buyer's Inspection, please make sure you have the vehicle inspected prior
to the end of the auction. Inspection fees, if any, are the "Buyer's" sole responsibility. We only
allow inspections to take place on the dealership's premises and the inspector must be
accredited and insured. Title Information: Vehicle titles may be held by banks or lenders as
collateral for loans. In many cases there is a delay in receiving the original instruments of up to
21 days from the time we pay a vehicle off. While we usually have all titles in our possession at
closing, there are occasions where we may be waiting for them to arrive. Finalizing Your
Purchase: Winning bidder MUST communicate with us by e-mail or phone within 24 hours of the
end of the auction to make arrangements to complete the transaction. If we cannot confirm your
intention to buy within 24 hours or the sale is not completed within 5 days, we reserve the right
to re-list this vehicle or sell to any other qualified buyer. Before the vehicle is released for
shipment to the "Buyer", all sale-related and title-related paperwork must be signed and
returned completed to the "Seller". Shipping and Delivery: All shipping charges are the
"Buyer's" responsibility. We assume no responsibility for damages incurred after the vehicle
leaves our showroom. All shipping arrangements provided by us are strictly a courtesy. We are
not affiliated with any carrier. Any claims or other communication regarding shipment of
vehicles will be between you and the "Carrier" and not with us. The amount of time it takes for
delivery depends upon the "Carrier" selected. A typical experience is days from the date the
vehicle is picked up from our facility until it is delivered to your destination. Verify with the
"Carrier" for an Estimated Time of Arrival to be sure. Warranty: Unless stated otherwise, this
vehicle is being sold "as is". Manufacturer's warranties may still apply. An extended warranty
may also be available. Please contact us for details. No representations or warranties are made
by the "Seller", nor are any representations or warranties relied upon by "Bidders" in making

bids. When the deposit has been submitted, "Buyer" MUST fax or email a copy of their valid,
state-issued driver's license. Bidding: Please do not bid if you're not seriously interested or
financially able to purchase this vehicle. Please read eBay's "User Agreement". Bidder's Age:
You must be 18 years of age or older to bid. If we cannot confirm your intention to buy or the
sale is not completed within 5 days, we reserve the right to re-list this vehicle or sell to any
other qualified buyer. Neither the dealership nor eBizAutos is responsible for misprints on
prices or equipment. It is the customer's sole responsibility to verify the accuracy of the prices
with the dealer, including the pricing for all added accessories. All Rights Reserved. The prices
shown on this web page may have been lowered since posting The actual prices you pay will
almost always be much lower than the MSRP posted And when your BMW is in for a "Quick
Service" such as an oil change, please feel free to enjoy our M-Studio customer lounge,
complete with complimentary Starbucks coffee, tasty snacks, luxury movie theatre, massage
chairs, children's play area and much, much more! Call or email today and see why! By calling
or emailing one of our knowledgeable New BMW Client Advisors, you will be receiving the best
price, great service and a great purchase experience! We are 1 in the nation in Customer
Satisfaction! Welcome to A. Luxury Cars, a Top Rated eBay dealership that sells only the finest
rebuilt title vehicles. The quality of our cars is the same as clean title cars â€” but at a
significant discount. We are also endorsed by PenFed Credit Union and can offer 1. We are an
industry leader and know how to repair these vehicles better than anyone else â€” just look at
our incredible inventory! This is currently the lowest mileage Li on the market and also one of
the most well-optioned! The options are M Sport package, shadowline exterior trim, premium
package, navigation, back-up camera with parktronic, degree camera, lane departure warning,
etc. This BMW is in excellent condition and is mechanically perfect the tire pressure has been
adjusted. This vehicle was professionally repaired from minor freshwater damage to the interior.
We replaced all of the carpeting, as well as the affected electronic components. We do realize
that people are wary of cars with a history of water damage, however, please note that we have
fixed and sold hundreds of these cars on eBay and have not had a single unhappy buyer. There
is no water smell, no electrical issues, no warning lights and no problems with this car
whatsoever. Salvage cars need this inspection before they can be registered. Our cars are fully
certified by the DMV and need absolutely nothing but a new loving home. The bottom line is that
this car would not be on eBay unless we had full confidence that anyone who buys it will
absolutely love it and leave us a great review just like every customer has!! The engine and
front end have been rebuilt. I have many receipts and pictures as evidence of the work done.
The work is not finished, engine runs but idles a little lopy, has secondary air system engine
code. Engine timing may still be off or a sensor malfunctioning. Southern car, no rust. Body is
straight. Needs mufflers. Block had good compression, not burning any oil so it was left alone
to spare the factory BMW cylinder lining f
2002 impala radiator
mustang 05 hood
new edge mustang weight
rom honing. Hood has a couple dents from previous owner fan explosion, common on this
model. Passenger side rear window needs window regulator. Rebuild has about miles on it.
Finish it or part it out. This is drivable but only short distances. Buyer is responsible for all
transportation costs and logistics. Buyer must pickup with 7 days of auction end. I accept cash
or major bank certified cashier's check. Funds must be verified upon delivery. We reserve the
right to make changes without notice, and are not responsible for errors or omissions. All
prices exclude government fees and taxes, any finance charges, and any emissions test charge.
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